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Browser and Social 
Media Security Tips



Password Manager!
 Unique, complex passwords for every account

 Don’t have to memorize any passwords!

 Fills in users/passwords for you!



Just say “no” !



No saved browser passwords!



2 Factor Authentication
Need TWO pieces of information to log into an account



2 Factor Authentication



Let’s take a look!



Other Best Practices
1. Always run the latest version/latest updates

2. Review your social media apps’ security pages

3. Be careful when downloading programs

4. Don’t store passwords in your browser!



Let’s take a look!



The padlock and HTTPS:

Secure?

 Data from PhishLabs show that 49% of all phishing sites in 3Q2018 had 
the lock icon. 

 “https” signifies the data being transmitted is encrypted and can’t be 
read by third parties.



Let’s talk about…The Internet



How we should treat the 
Internet…



So…choose security questions 
carefully
Are these GOOD or BAD security questions to use?



How about these?



Let’s talk about…







How many fake profiles did Facebook 
remove in 2019?



There are approximately 
fake Facebook profiles still in 
existence.



There are approximately 
fake Facebook profiles still in 
existence.



So…
 Only accept friend/follow requests from people you know.



Why do hackers target
social media?

AND…



Why do hackers target
social media?
 People LOVE to “over share”

online

 Social media encourages
dangerous level of
“assumed trust”



Review your social media 
apps’ Security pages



Let’s take a look!



Browser Security Best Practices
LATEST VERSIONS
Always run the latest version
of the browser!

DOWNLOADS
Only download programs
from reputable web sites, and
be careful not to install “add-
ons” that you don’t
need/want.
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HTTPS: AND PADLOCK

Look for the padlock symbol
and the “https:” (secure)
designation before the URL.

SECURITY QUESTIONS
Choose security questions
whose answers are not easily
discoverable on the Internet.02 05

UPDATE SECURITY PAGE
Customize your browser’s
security/privacy page to
ensure maximum security.

POP-UP ADS
Be careful when clicking on
pop-up ads. These can often
take you to unsecure or
malicious sites.
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Mobile Security Tips



Don’t use public WiFi*!



*Use a mobile VPN (or hotspot)
 Use a VPN when on public WiFi.



Use a mobile VPN
 Prices range from $3-9/month



Use Fingerprint or Face ID



Fingerprint/Face ID is great until…
What happens when you lose your phone, or 
someone steals it?



So, create a custom passcode



Password Manager

Can use unique, complex passwords
for every account, and you don’t have
to memorize any passwords!

Fills in users/passwords for you!



No clicking!
 Don’t click on (unknown) links or attachments in emails or texts!



Install Antivirus on non-iOS
 Install a well-known and respected mobile antivirus app.



Get an iPhone 



Shred boarding passes and luggage tags



Shred boarding passes and luggage tags



Shred boarding passes and luggage tags

Full Name

Religious/Health-based
meal requests

EmailPassport # Medical Issues

Flight Passenger Name RecordDOB

Phone #



BYOC (Bring Your Own Charger)

 Avoid “Juice jacking”



Top 5 Riskiest/Safest Airport WiFi
1. San Diego International
2. John Wayne (Southern California)
3. Houston Hobby
4. Southwest Florida Intl (Fort Myers)
5. Newark International

1. Chicago Midway
2. Raleigh-Durham International
3. Nashville International
4. Washington Dulles 

RISKIEST:

SAFEST:



Don’t use in-room safes



Travel Security Best Practices

Don’t use 
public WiFi

Shred boarding 
passes and 

luggage tags

Don’t use 
in-room 

safes

Don’t use 
‘stray’ USB 

devices

Bring your 
own 

charger/cable


